
 
 

Regin-yoga the easy technique to nýsa niður 

            
     waking state, deep sleep, dreaming, and the 4th state             - and svinnur 
            laying Bifröst 

 
 * can I think myself to the true yoga (union), I given to myself? 

  No, as thinking is on the sphere of thought. 
 * do the senses register ginnungagap, do they register consciousness? 
  if no, what then do the senses register? 

 * what makes thought become fainter and fainter in the hang on 
    vingameiður? 

  do all available methods work? 
 * have school-teachers explained for us what nýsa niður means? 
  if no, then why not?   (* Do they not understand?) 

 
In Hávamál, the last part, part of knowledge, vísur 138 and on (to end), are 
known, and taught (superficially) in schools,  

but I suggest you go to “Spiritual Edda - The Viking Faith” on Youtube, to 
listen to these vísur and gain the profound understanding of them. 

Spiritual Edda - The Viking Faith 
 
Æpandi nam (sounding I learned) 

Note here that Rudra and Marut are seen in context to some special sound, 
sometimes as Indra and Agni. Such sounds are not any superficial chanting. 

Not, either, praying to some god on the level of thinking and feelings. 
Gala galdur is a sound, æpandi nam implies a sound. 
 

We should know that the purity of the one who chants is of vital importance. 
The words on the surface are volatile and flickering, but the one who works 
from pure consciousness is powerful. Yoga, the true and real transcending, 

should be the basis of all activity to make it powerful and flawless.  
 

You will be able to answer questions like: 
 
 * from where do The Maharishi Effect have effect? 

  (google The Maharishi Effect and the Meissner Effect) 
 * is there a connection between this profound effect and the fact 

  that we are consciousness? One consciousness? 
 * do I experience ever subtler sphere of thought when pending on 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7mvr9Hgg_kc


  vingameiður, about to transcend thought? 

 * can mind work together with the brain? 
 * can mind expand to infinity in its least exited state? 

 * how can mind stop thinking thoughts? 
 * can we tell the mind to stop thinking, or force it to stop thinking? 
  tell birds to stop flying, and fish to stop swimming? 

 * does EEG show how brain works in state of transcendence? 
(pls. refer to Global Country research and science) 

 * where from do I get my fimbulrúnir and stinnir stafir? 

 * do we know the purpose of and goal of human life-spans? 
 * can different states of consciousness of men be the cause of  

  misunderstanding even if they speak about the same thing? 
   if yes, how come?  
   they even use the same words, the same terms 

 * do we understand the term: state of consciousness? 
 * are our waking state in ignorance, and our sleep state and dreaming,  

  only some superficial fakes? 
 * are we like Gerður in Gymisgarðar: do not understand our divine? 
 

Gerður as mankind is explained in Skírnismál ritual: 
 
please see Skírnismál - How to Perform and Understand the Ritual (English) 

and in Icelandic Skírnismál - helgileikar - Uppsetning og skilningur 

 

 
The petty wake-sleep cycle 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2y5wAoBKUAE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h3X6uQmkPfI


see also book: “How to Lay the Bridge Bifröst”  

ISBN 978 9935 467 48 5  -   an Óðsmál-book available on Amazon  
Our petty superficial cycle 

(left)    compared to nýsa niður to the source of thought 
    which is Ægir, Glaðheimar, Ásgarður, Hnitbjörg, 

  tívatún --  ginnungagap, consciousness   . 
awake-asleep +REM    

 

visit Ægir, Glaðheimar, Ásgarður, Hnitbjörg      . 
--   tívatún, ginnungagap, consciousness      . 

 

awareness aware of itself only                           . 

 
the Unified Field of Total Natural Law             . 


